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Advantages 
① AMO applies blockchain technology to build an integrated 

ecosystem that operates the automobile data market. The AMO 
chain adopts a Tendermint-alike consensus, which aims to 
provide better computing power with stronger security. 

② The core members are experienced in the blockchain industry 
with an average of over 10 years of experience in the IT industry, 
which could influence positively the sustainable development of 
the project. 

③ According to the related information of AMO partners, these 
cooperations could positively affect the project’s development. 

Challenges 
① Compared to other mainnet projects, AMO has a less satisfying 

on-chain and trading performance with an average TPS of 
around 3, and the 24H spot volume of $AMO barely exceeds 
50k. (1 November 2022) 

② There's a lack of further introduction about the future vesting 
plan as well as a more precise roadmap for the long term. 

③ As of 1 November 2022, there are only 15 available units of data 
collection in the DataMarket, 14 of which are provided by the 
AMO team. 

Outlook 
AMO is a public chain project which serves automobile data. The 
on-chain DataMarket supplies all data generated about automobiles, 
including data gathered from the various environments that interact 
with vehicles. Based on increasingly advanced IoT and blockchain 
technology and backed by various beneficial partners, the AMO 
project seems to have development opportunities. However, due to 
the lack of an active on-chain ecosystem, pending plans, and 
products still under development, AMO might face certain 
development bottlenecks. 

Conclusion 
Based on the above information, TokenInsight gives AMO a rating of 
CCC, with a stable outlook.
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AMO

Project AMO

Token AMO

Token Launch Date April 14, 2018

Total Supply 20,730,184,100

Tag Public Chain, Traditional Industry, Data

Team Size 30

Official Web https://www.amo.foundation/

Whitepaper
https://www.amo.foundation/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/AMO-
Whitepaper-v5.1-20190125-EN.pdf

Twitter https://twitter.com/amoblockchain

Telegram
English Group: https://t.me/amo_official 

Korean Group: https://t.me/amoblockchain

Medium https://medium.com/@amoblockchain

Explorer https://explorer.amolabs.io/amo-cherryblossom-01

GitHub https://github.com/amolabs

Listed Exchange Bithumb, Coinone

https://www.amo.foundation/
https://www.amo.foundation/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/AMO-Whitepaper-v5.1-20190125-EN.pdf
https://twitter.com/amoblockchain
https://t.me/amo_official
https://t.me/amoblockchain
https://medium.com/@amoblockchain
https://explorer.amolabs.io/amo-cherryblossom-01
https://github.com/amolabs
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AMO is a Korean team-backed blockchain project which serves automobile data. It provides 
an AMO DataMarket on its own chain. The DataMarket supplies all data generated about 
automobiles, including data gathered from the various environments that interact with 
vehicles. 

$AMO is the native token of the project. More details are displayed in Chapter 2: Token 
Economy. 

‣ Outline of AMO's Ecosystem 
 Source: AMO

1.1 Major Elements of the AMO Project 

1.1.1 AMO Market Participants 

According to the disclosure, users within the AMO ecosystem could be data producers and 
data consumers at the same time on the AMO Plalform.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Data producers can share data and receive compensation in $AMO according to the 
evaluated value of the data, while data consumers can obtain the rights to extract and use 
the data by paying that evaluated value in $AMO. 

The AMO Data CollectorTM device can be attached to a vehicle's OBD-II (the Second On-
Board Diagnostics) port, together with the AMO Mobile WalletTM smartphone application 
and AMO Auto WalletTM software installed in the car, car users can collect car data for 
sharing on AMO Market. The car data that car users have agreed to share is then stored on-
chain in exchange for $AMO according to the value of the data provided. Car users can 
purchase products and services offered by manufacturers and service providers participating 
in the AMO Market through $AMO. 

Furthermore, automobile manufacturers and service providers can purchase car data 
recorded in the AMO Blockchain to provide up-to-date service to car users. Service 
providers, manufacturers, and maintenance companies can in turn also submit secondary 
processed data in the AMO blockchain and receive $AMO according to the value of that 
data. 

As such, car users, automobile manufacturers, and related service providers become the 
suppliers and consumers in the AMO Market. 

‣ Data Processing Flow for Manufacturers and Service Providers 
 Source: AMO

1.1.2 Key Features of AMO Blockchain 

The car data generated by car users and the processed car data from service providers are 
uploaded online and stored on AMO Blockchain. At this point, all communications are 
encrypted and any transaction details, data ownership, and usage rights are stored and 
managed together as blocks.  

On the other hand, raw data which includes personal information is encrypted and de-
identified before storage on Peer Storage (Distributed File System). Detailed storage 
structure is displayed on the next page.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

This data stored on Peer Storage is fragmented and stored in a distributed manner across 
multiple blockchain nodes. According to the disclosure, this mechanism is applied to 
increase the security of the blockchain and data, as even if physical access to Peer Storage 
were to be compromised, the data obtained would not have any value since it would be 
incomplete and thus not possible to decrypt. 

Furthermore, both car data and processed car data are in direct contact with the AMO 
Blockchain and under no circumstances pass through the AMO Platform. AMO Platform is 
responsible for the management of policies and software, along with key management and 
certificate issuance necessary for participant authentication, without any involvement in car 
data management. 

‣ AMO On-Chain Storage Structure 
 Source: AMO

1.2 Code Audit 
In terms of the security of AMO smart contracts, the smart contract of its token has passed 
the iosiro’s audit. No high-risk vulnerabilities were found according to the report issued by 
iosiro. 

‣ Summary of the Medium-Risk Vulnerability in the Audit Result 
 Source: iosiro, AMO
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1.3 Roadmap 
The project has disclosed its roadmap with periodical progress since the start of the project, 
as well as its quarterly goals until 2022 Q4, which mainly focuses on launching products and 
expanding business. According to the latest report on Medium, AMO has launched its 
portable V2X device (V2X AIR), which is in line with its goal in the roadmap. 

However, the specific direction and goals of AMO in the longer term have not yet been 
disclosed. The detailed roadmap for 2022 is displayed below. 

‣ Roadmap 
 Source: AMO, TokenInsight

Time Millstone & Goal

2022 Q1
• Mobility Startup Association (Mostup Alliance Configuration) 

• Drive2Earn mining equipment is under development

2022 Q2

• Most Up Alliance Association Launches 

• AMO Data Market Development Completed 

    *Market beta service launch 

• Development of ACO-100-BTW charging type charger completed 

    *Provides a business that links fare payment services to $AMO

2022 Q3

• Portable V2X device (H/W) released 

• Most Up Membership Point Launch Based on AMO 

• Data Market Client v2.0 Launches 

• AMO points are paid when charging electric vehicles 

• OBD-II Mining Service Launches

2022 Q4

• $AMO Charging Charge Payment Service Launched 

• V2X Data Mining Service Launches 

• Most Up services’ $AMO payment support
7
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02.  
TOKEN ECONOMY

$AMO is the native cryptocurrency on the AMO blockchain. It's the governance and utility 
token of the AMO ecosystem. $AMO could be used as a data-sharing reward, payment 
means within the platform, and staking/delegation compensation on AMO mainnet.  

‣ Outline of the $AMO Economy 
Source: AMO

2.1 Token Economy 
As AMO has disclosed, its token distribution shows that the proportion of the Founder & 
Team accounts for the largest about 39.02% of the total supply. The vesting plan of $AMO 
until 2022 July is disclosed. According to AMO’s latest release, there’s no further vesting 
plan so far, and a public announcement will be launched once the entire vesting plan is 
drawn up. 

‣ $AMO Distribution Plan 
Source: AMO, TokenInsight

10.16%

10.16% 16.27%

24.39%

39.02%

Founder & Team
Token Sale
Partners
Ecosystem
Reserve
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TOKEN ECONOMY

‣ Token Vesting Plan (Until 2022 July) 
Source: AMO, TokenInsight

2.2 Trading Information 
$AMO is now listed on Bithumb and Coinone. The price range of $AMO is between 
$0.001021 and $0.001035 as of 1 November 2022 with a 24h volume of $57,076. The all-
time high price of $AMO was achieved on 20 October 2022 at $0.001113. Besides, the top 
10 addresses hold over 92% of the total supply amount.  

‣ Top 10 Addresses of Token Holdings 
Source: AMO Blockchain Explorer, TokenInsight, 1 November 2022

4,000m

8,000m

12,000m

Bithum
b 1

Bithum
b 2

M
ainnet Swap

M
arketing 1

M
arketing 2

Team
 1

M
arketing 3

Team
 2

R & D 1

R & D 2

$AMO

361.24m370.21m390.75m391.17m391.91m399.57m403.28m
1,397.31m

3,204.17m

11,530.32m

Exchange Pair Price 24H Change 24h Volume

Bithumb AMO - KRW $0.001031 1.68% $57,076

Coinone*** AMO - KRW $0.001035 - -

‣ $AMO Trading Information 
Source: TokenInsight, 1 November 2022

* Inactive - Trading volume is extremely low. 
** Anomaly - Trading price is an outlier against the average, or price abnormal move detected. 
*** Outdated - No trades in the last 3 hours.

10,000m

20,000m

2018 July +12M +24M +36M +48M

Founder & Team Token Sale Partners Ecosystem Reserve
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03.  
TEAM AND PARTNERS   

3.1 Team Members 
According to the official disclosure, AMO is 
supported by a team of 30 full-time employees, 
half of whom are responsible for the platform's 
technical development. 

According to the disclosed educational 
backgrounds and work experience, the core 
members are experienced in the IT & 
blockchain industry, which could be positive for 
the sustainable development of the project.

10

‣ AMO Team Composition 
Source: AMO, TokenInsight

10%

13%

27%

50%

Technical BD / OP
Management Others

SangGyoo SIM - CEO 

• Ph.D. of Information Security, MS and BS in Electronics & 
Electrical Engineering, Pohang University of Science and 
Technology 

• CTO and Managing Director of Penta Security Systems Inc. 

• Adjunct Professor at Pohang University of Science and 
Technology 

• Former CTO and Director at NEXTOMO 

• Former Senior Engineer at Samsung Electronics

Daniel ES KIM - CSO 

• Bachelor in Physics, Pohang University of Science and 
technology 

• Chief Executive Officer of Autocrypt Technologies GmbH 

• Chief Executive Officer of AUTOCRYPT 

• Former AutoCrypt Business Director of Penta Security 
Systems Inc.

Duk Soo KIM - CTO 

• MS, and BS in Electronics & Electrical Engineering, 
Pohang University of Science and technology 

• Co-Founder of Autocrypt Co., Ltd. 

• Former CTO of AMO Labs 

• Former CSO of Penta Security Systems Inc.
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

Jason YOO - Security Evangelist & Head of BD 

• Bachelor in English & Politics, Occidental College 

• CSO at Autocrypt Co., Ltd 

• Former Chief Security Evangelist of Penta Security 
Systems Inc. 

• Former President of Rusko Co., Ltd. 

• Former Broker of Venture Commercial Realty

3.2 Advisors 
AMO now has six individual advisors to support the business expansion, technology 
development, and compliance operation of the platform. The information disclosed is 
shown below. 

‣ Info of AMO's Advisors 
 Source: AMO, TokenInsight

Erik Tan - Head of Operations 

• Business Administration Majoring in Marketing, University 
of Wales 

• Global Business Development of Penta Security Systems 
Inc. / Cloudbric Ins. / Autocrypt Co., Ltd 

• Former Senior Manager of LHN Group Pte Ltd

Name Introduction Roal in the AMO Project

Gilles Delfassy
• Board of Directors, ON 

semiconductor
Advises on AMO Labs’ technology 
for the car security business 

Seokwoo Lee
• Founder & CEO of Penta 

Security Systems Inc.
Advises on the direction and risks of 
the business

Kazunari Miyazaki
• Head of NEC Venture Fund, 

Director of BIGLOBE

In charge of investigating and 
delivering various businesses using 
blockchain in the Japanese 
automobile industry

Gu-Min Jeong
• Professor at Kookmin University 

(Korea)
Advises on the token economy

YoungHa Kim
• Former CEO of Samsung 

Electronics China HQ
Advises on token utility scalability

Teddy Hyunwoong Kim
• Co-Founder of Gridwiz, Chief 

of. &D Center & EV Dept.
Advises on how to use EV-related 
technology in blockchain

https://www.linkedin.com/in/gilles-delfassy-673753/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/%EC%9D%B4%EC%84%9D%EC%9A%B0-15-7308227/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kazunari-miyazaki-a0495b7/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gu-min-jeong-b9b83324/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/young-ha-kim-344804145/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/teddy-hyunwoong-kim-29246036/
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TEAM AND PARTNERS

3.3 Investors 
According to the disclosure, the AMO project finished two rounds of funding and raised 
$10,306,445 in total. More information on funding is displayed in the chart below. 

‣ Funding Info of AMO 
 Source: AMO, TokenInsight

Private Round Public Round

Date - 2018.06.09 ~ 2018.07.21

Token Amount 6,000,000,000 1,679,012,762

Token Price (In USD) $0.001209 $0.001818

Raising Amount (In USD) $7,254,000 $3,052,445

Investors Coefficent ventures, Quest Capital -

3.4 Partners 
According to the disclosure, the AMO project has partnered with over 10 platforms and 
entities mainly for its technical development and business expansion. Based on the related 
information of these partners disclosed by AMO, those cooperations could positively affect 
the development of the project. 

According to the disclosure, AMO is also a member of the Most Up Alliance. The alliance is 
currently linked to 20 member companies that have agreed to support the technical 
infrastructure for doing business at AMO. AMO aims to integrate rewards, mileage, and 
points that mobility member companies currently have into their points system through 
mobility DApps.  

It aims to provide an environment where users can freely use points and trade with $AMO. 
In addition, data-sharing services are also being prepared in the future so that companies in 
the mobility service business can gather to provide related services. 

‣ Partial Members of Most Up Alliance 
 Source: AMO, Most Up Alliance
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04.  
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS  

According to the observation of AMO's community performance by TokenInsight until 1 
November 2022, AMO has registered and operated the official accounts both in English 
and Korean on Telegram, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Kakao Talk, Naver, and Medium. Its 
Korean group on Telegram has its most active community with 8,561 participants. 

Besides, according to data on Similarweb as of 1 November 2022, the total visit to AMO’s 
official website so far was less than 5,000 times in the last 30 days. 

The overall performance of the AMO community is relatively inactive with relatively great 
space for improvement, considering the number of participants and interactions. 

‣ Number of Followers on Social Media Platforms 
  Source: TokenInsight, AMO, 1 November 2022 

No Social Platform Followers

1 Telegram (Korean Group) 8,561

2 Telegram (English Group) 8,286

3 Facebook 4,031

4 Twitter 2,879

5 Youtube 1,010

6 Kakao Talk 706

7 Medium 556
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or uncertain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibility of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are limited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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